Hints & Tips
The column this month consists of hints and tips that have been sent to me with
recommendations to pass them along to Blue Beret readers. Hopefully you will find
one or more shared ideas to be useful.
Do you need to replace your screen door foam weather-strip? If you want a quality
replacement for the foam weather-stripping on your trailer or motorhome screen
door, Franklin Simmons, WBCCI # 19958, recommends a trip to Lowes Home
Improvement Center. Look for Marine & RV Weather-strip ½” wide and ¼” thick,
self-stick. It has much firmer density than the original foam and is easy to install.
Need to touch up the dark gray paint below the floor line on the exterior of your
motorhome or travel trailer? Nye Thatcher, WBCCI # 6394, passed along some
information he got from Ed Elmer, WBCCI # 119, about Sears paint. Their Sears
Best Interior/Exterior Anti-Rust Enamel in a 12 oz. Spray can # 66338 in Tool Box
Gray color is a perfect match for many different model year units.
Testing your breakaway switch? Gene Poast, WBCCI #334, confirmed the
technical details with Tekonsha who makes brake controllers. Some states, notably
NY are requiring a test of the trailer breakaway system as a part of obtaining a
yearly trailer license. The method they are using in some cases is to jack up one
wheel, spin the tire/wheel, pull the breakaway cable, and observe that the wheel
stops spinning. There are two significant problems with this procedure: (1) the
trailer wheels should never be raised by placing a jack under the axle. It should be
placed under the frame as explained in the owner manual. (2) If the breakaway
switch is activated while the umbilical cord is connected to the tow vehicle, there is a
very high probability that the trailer electrical system will feed back into and burn
out the brake controller. The procedure that should be followed would be to
disconnect the electrical cord from the tow vehicle, jack up one side of the trailer at
the frame until at least one wheel is off the ground, spin that wheel, pull the
breakaway cable, and observe that the wheel stops spinning.
Dialing 911 on your cell phone for emergency assistance? Not always! Art Demlong,
WBCCI # 5789, writes that there is an Internet address, www.911 dispatch.com
that provides an emergency number for all states. The above address will give
interested parties a map indicating the emergency numbers.
Been gluing anything plastic recently? John Hussar, WBCCI # 17305, suggests that
gluing hard plastics has always been problematic. He finds that Devcon makes a
product that really works. It is called “Plastic Welder,” a two-part epoxy with a four
minute working time that dries with a cream color. It is also good on vinyl, PVC
piping, fiberglass and metals. It is very effective on gluing the peeling corners/edges
of the Airstream numbers and is available in WalMart for about $3. Another great
product for repairing plastic is “PC Products-Marine,” which is an epoxy putty

stick that can also be used for holes in fiberglass, PVC, metal, water tanks, spas, etc.
It is available in hardware stores for about $4.50. It can cure wet or dry or under
water with 15 minute work time and 1 hour cure time. It is very useful for
structural repairs, as it saved him a significant expense when he was able to repair a
broken refrigerator shelf that was subject to a fairly heavy load. It is also useful to
rebuild knobs. It dries white, can be shaped, sawed, drilled, filed, sanded, and
painted.
Changed your automatic transmission fluid recently? The severe work load that we
place on the transmission while towing or motorhoming begins to deteriorate the
transmission fluid first and then the transmission itself. Most of us are using
DEXRON III transmission fluid, which has a reasonably long service life if kept in
the 180 to 220 degree temperature range while in use. However towing up hills and
using lower gears going down hills or using an exhaust brake on a motorhome heats
the fluid up rapidly. This causes the fluid to lose viscosity or thin out and shortens
its service life. So check your manufacturers recommended severe duty change
interval and change the fluid to make sure your transmission stays healthy. If you
are looking for extended drain intervals under severe duty, investigate TranSynd, a
DEXRON III licensed product by Castrol. It is a pure synthetic base oil that will not
change viscosity, allowing extended drain intervals. Phred Sez more information is
available at www.allisontransmissions.com.

